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Feuer Kicks Off Legislative Season with “Measure R Plus”
and Fast Track for Rail Challenges
By Damien Newton Jan 5, 2012 6 COMMENTS

Bringing the band back together? Measure R never would have happened without Mike
Feuer, standing to the left of Supervisor Yaroslavsky at this Measure R victory party.
Photo##http://www.�ickr.com/photos/metrolibraryarchive/3008552490/sizes/o/in/photostream/##Metro
Library/Flickr##

esterday was the �rst day that state legislators could introduce new legislation and
Assemblyman Mike Feuer wasted no time introducing a pair of bills designed to speed
up Los Angeles’ rail expansion plans.  In 2008, Feuer introduced and tirelessly lobbied

for legislation that allowed the Measure R transit tax to be placed on the ballot.

Feuer’s �rst transit speed-up bill, A.B. 1446, would allow L.A. County voters to vote on an
extension to the Measure R transit tax which is slated to expire in 27 years.  This extension
would enable Metro to bond against future Measure R proceeds and build those transit
projects much sooner than originally contemplated, without relying on federal or state
funding.
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“If you like Measure R, you’re going to love Measure R plus,” says Move L.A. president Denny
Zane in a phone interview.   Move L.A. led a coalition of transit backers, unions and other
groups to support the Measure R transit sales tax in 2008 and rail planning acceleration for
the last three and  half years.

In 2008, rail expansion advocates believed they had the perfect storm at the voting booth to
earn the two-thirds support needed to pass a tax increase.  The same two-thirds super
majority would be needed to extend the tax this year, but it remains to be seen if the same
perfect storm exists.  In addition to the uncertainty concerning whether or note President
Obama will turn out the same number of younger and transit-savvy voters that Senator
Obama did is one factor.  The increasing unpopularity of High Speed Rail, which could also
be on the ballot in some form, could also work against what one transit advocate termed
“another train proposal.”

But Zane remains optimistic.  “Tax extensions generally fare better at the ballot box than tax
increases,” he notes.  “In the past couple of years similar extensions have passed in Orange
County, Riverside County and San Bernadino County and those areas aren’t as transit
friendly as Los Angeles County.”

There’s a lot that has to happen before the tax can reach the ballot.  First, Feuer’s legislation
has to be approved by both the Assembly and Senate in Sacramento and receive the backing
of the unpredictable Governor Jerry Brown.  Then an extension proposal has to be approved
by the Metro Board of Directors.  Only then will voters get a chance to weigh in themselves
on whether they want to pay a half cent sales tax for transit for the next 27 years or
sometime longer.

And all of this says nothing of 30/10 or America Fast Forward, the Mayor’s plan to change
federal funding formulas to bene�t areas that can fund portions of their own transit
expansion.  The proposal has been popular with politicians, but Washington seems unable to
move forward on any real transportation funding proposal.

In the meantime, Feuer and transit backers have proposed a heck of a “Plan B.”  Last
Summer, Villaraigosa laughed off a question about whether or not there was a backup plan if
30/10 and he laughed, “there’s always a Plan B, but I’m not going to tell you what it is now.”
 Well, now we know.

Feuer’s second piece of legislation, A.B. 1441 would take the bene�t from Governor Brown’s
legislation that allows for expedited legal challenges to environmental reviews for large
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projects and applies them to transit projects as well.

Under CEQA, environmental impacts of development projects must be identi�ed and
mitigated.  The Act also guarantees the public an opportunity to review and comment on the
environmental impacts of a project and to participate meaningfully in the development of
mitigation measures for potentially signi�cant environmental impacts. AB 1441 would
maintain these protections while reducing the timeline for judicial review, thus allowing
more environmentally friendly projects to be built more quickly.

“This bill would create thousands of desperately-needed jobs, and give commuters and
residents environmentally sound transit options as alternatives to sitting in stopped traf�c,”
said Feuer. “We’ve got to reduce the congestion that chokes our metropolitan areas,” said
Feuer.

A.B.1441 is probably a surprise to Senator Alex Padilla who claimed that the legislation he
introduced on Brown’s behalf that allowed for expediated legal challenges for large projects
such as stadiums also applied to transit projects.  Streetsblog readers argued that Padilla
didn’t understand his own legislation.  Apparently, those readers were right.
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Spokker • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Why not extend it to 2080 or 2100 or the year 3000? Let those generations vote on their own
taxes. Measure R is barely three or four years old. We haven't had the proper time to evaluate
its effectiveness.  
△ ▽

James  • 11 years ago> Spokker

We only have so many choices when it comes to funding transit.  We can raise taxes, we
can vote for bond measures or we can wait for private companies to 10 million jitney us
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• Reply •

can vote for bond measures, or we can wait for private companies to 10 million jitney us
into the future.  Or we can wish on our magic genies for Hanshin Electric Railway to
come save us.

At least with the transit tax, we don't have bond measure interest payments.
△ ▽

Meño • 11 years ago

• Reply •

We need light rail in the sfv. The orange line just doesn't cut it; it's depressingly slow and always
packed with people. I hate that I have to wait for a few busses to go by before I can get my bike
on. It doesn't make sense. It makes me mad that it takes almost an hour to get from one side of
the valley to the other and the fact that metro link doesn't run in the valley on weekends and so
darn expensive doesn't help the situation. I would vote for it but we need a supplement to the
project pla (brt down van nuys blvd isn't going to cut it metro), transit to EVERYWHERE would
be nice and I don't mean busses.
 1△ ▽

Davistrain • 11 years ago

• Reply •

As a native and current resident of the San Gabriel Valley, if there's another "Measure R" type
campaign, I'll probably have to once again counter arguments from friends and neighbors that
"We'll pay taxes, but LA will get all the benefits".  I view the Gold Line as our fair share. 
Remember the motto from the 1770's: "No taxation without representation."
△ ▽

ml • 11 years ago

• Reply •

 I think I could only support a measure R extension measure if it were tied
to performance criteria for project prioritization.  Its time to stop giving the so much power to the
5 little kings (and their subregional allies), allowing them to build pork-barrel light-rail-to-nowhere
projects.  

We need transit projects that serve the central city, not refineries in Torrance, or freeways in the
San Gabriel Valley.  
△ ▽

Chris Loos  • 11 years ago • edited

• Reply •

> ml

I agree completely.  I want to see Purple and Expo lines to Santa Monica, a Sepulveda
line, a Pink link through West Hollywood, and a Sunset line from Vermont to Downtown
before we build any more Gold line extensions.
 1△ ▽
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Feuer’s Sales Tax and Climate Change Bills Pass Committee
By Damien Newton | Apr 14, 2008

The California Assembly Transportation Committee passed Assemblyman Mike Feuer’s legislation that

would allow LA County to place measures on the ballot to fund transportation projects.  A.B. 2321 allows

for the county to levy an additional half cent sales tax that would go directly to transportation projects

after approval by two-thirds of voters.  The controversial A.B. […]

The Mayor’s O�ce, Measure R and Multiple “Plan B’s”
By Damien Newton | Jan 30, 2012

When the Mayor and his staff in city hall say that nothing is off the table when it comes to accelerating

project development and construction for the transit projects funded by the Measure R sales tax, they

aren’t just talking.  While the Mayor promised that there was a “Plan B” if his efforts to change […]

Republicans Stop Feuer’s Efforts to Lower Sales Tax Threshold
By Damien Newton | Jun 6, 2008

Assemblyman Mike Feuer �nds himself back in the news this week.  All four of his legislative bills written

to help L.A. County raise transit funds have cleared the Assembly and he was featured in a recent story

aired nationally on National Public Radio.  However, when partisan politics becomes involved with

policy, bad things can happen. […]

Desert Dispatch and OC Register Add to Anti-Feuer Editorials
By Damien Newton | Apr 8, 2008

As we get closer to next week’s hearing on Mike Feuer’s transportation funding legislation, you can

expect to see more and more piling on as newspapers trip over themselves to see who can write the worst

editorial.  So far, the Press Enterprise’s "Daily Dude" still has that distinction. So far, LA Streetsblog has

dissected three […]

Metro Rider and Streetsblog Join Forces for Feuer Bills
By Damien Newton | Apr 11, 2008

In an attempt to push back against the negative editorials that seem to be released daily against Mike

Feuer’s attempts to increase funding options for LA County Metro, the main writers for LA Streetsblog

and Metro Rider LA went to their keyboards and �red off some letters to the newspapers in question. 

The �rst ran […]

Metro: 1st Annual Student Summit
By Damien Newton | Nov 5, 2008

Metro and the Los Angeles Community College District have partnered to host the �rst annual Student

Transportation Summit at Los Angeles Trade Technical College November 7. The summit will bring

together community college and university students to focus on the future transportation needs

throughout LA County and speci�c steps to address the environmental impacts of […]
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